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Sprawdź, czy arkusz testowy jest dopasowany do Twojej kategorii wiekowej i czy jest obustronnie zadrukowany. Na starcie otrzymujesz 

pulę 112 punktów – tyle ile masz decyzji do podjęcia. Za każdą poprawną odpowiedź otrzymasz dodatkowy 1 punkt, za błędną 

tracisz 1 punkt. Gdy nie odpowiadasz, zachowujesz podarowany punkt. Pamiętaj, że każda z odpowiedzi A, B, C, D może być 

fałszywa lub prawdziwa. W czasie konkursu nie wolno wykorzystywać słowników, notatek, podręczników i innych pomocy naukowych.  

Życzymy sukcesów i zapraszamy do testu konkursowego English Ace! 
 

1. Although this may … like a crazy idea, we’re going to test it.   

A) sound   B) look   C) hear   D) ring 
 
2. The secret of success is to remain highly … . 

A) motivational  B)  motivation  C) unmotivated  D) motivated 
 
3. Which sentence is correct? 

A) Scientists have done an important discovery.  

B) Despite many animals can copy sounds, few are able to communicate.    

C) How on earth are you supposed to make a great film?  

D) They have long been trying to discover the cause of this ecological disaster.    
 
4. Which phrasal verb is used in the right way? 

A) I wasn’t really looking forward to going to the party. I didn’t want to see the people from my class. 

B) The wind blew down some old trees during the night.  

C) I got rid of so much rubbish from my room.   

D) I love hands-up experiments such as monitoring weather changes.  
 
5. The … of accidents led us to … of this extreme sport.  

A) frequent / prohibit B) frequency / prohibited C) frequent / prohibition D) frequent / prohibited 
 
6. If you’re interested in ecology, … is a great website called Pro-Eco-Life 

A) it   B) they’re  C) those  D) there 
 
7. There are … advances such as the Internet.  

A) downsides to  B) disadvantages of C) pluses and minuses to D) pros and cons of 
 
8. He should get a 5 … . 

A) in general  B) at last  C) in turn  D) at all costs 
 
9. What’s the mistake and its correct version in the sentence below: 

You can choose witch film we see tonight.  

A) choose � chose B) see � have seen C) witch � which D) can � should 
 
10. Which sentences have similar meaning? 

A) Could you say that again, please? = Would you mind repeating that, please? 

B) I play a lot of basketball because all my friends like it too. = I am really good at it and my friends also.   

C) I wish they’d be a bit quieter. = They’re not loud enough for me.  

D) Mario said “I didn’t do it.” = Mario denied doing it.    
 
11. Which difference is explained well? 

A) ‘Hearing’ is an event; it is something which happens to us as a natural process. ‘Listening’ is an action; it is something we do 

consciously. 

B) ‘Touch’ is an act of touching, especially with the hand or finger while ‘feel’ is a quality of an object experienced by touch. 

C) We ask people to ‘bring’ things to the place where we are. We ‘take’ things to the place we are going to. ‘Take’ is used in relation 

to a starting point. 

D) 'Come' shows moving close to the speaker, 'go' indicates moving away from the speaker to another direction. 
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12. What category do these expressions belong to? 

• From my point of view… 

• Personally, I think…  

• To my mind… 

A) expressing an opinion   B) starting a discussion   C) agreeing  D) disagreeing  
 
13. I … if people did more sport, they’d be healthier and happier.  

A) actually  B) reckon   C) way   D) think  
 
14. TV programs have a lot of … on how people behave.  

A) influence  B) result  C) conclusion  D) impact 
 
15. How many of the collocations on the box below are correct? 

wildlife conservation      good value for money           range of goods        get soaking wet        pros and cons 

A) 0   B) 2   C) 4   D) 5 
 
16. How many of the words below could describe feelings? 

coastal            muddy           misty             bumpy          picturesque  

A) 0   B) 2   C) 4   D) 5 
 
17. Which word rhymes with ‘cough’? 

A) enough  B) through  C) cow   D) tough 
 
18.  ‘You shouldn’t have borrowed my jeans without asking!’ Kate said … to her mum.  

A) crossly  B) loudly  C) calmly  D) peacefully 
 
19. I am the best at Maths, … 

A) will I?    B) am I not?  C) shall I?  D) aren’t I? 
 
20. You need to take a lot of things … consideration.  

A) on    B) out of  C) onto   D) for 
 
21. A solar-powered car … that’s producing promising results.  

A) had been developed B) has been developed C) had developed D) is being developed 
 
22.We photographed the crime and sent photos to the police.  
In the above sentence the stress in the underlined word falls on the … syllable.  

A) first   B) second  C) third   D) --- (there is no stress in this word) 
 
23.  ‘Come and see my paintings in the school exhibition’ is an expression of… .  

A) encouragement B) criticism  C) disagreement D) persuasion 
 
24. The girl’s doing an extreme sport, … the boy is relaxing.  

A) although  B) in fact  C) whereas  D) while 
 
25. Which explanation is correct? 

A) ‘As long as’ is used to say that one thing can happen or be true only if another thing happens or is true 

B) ‘In due course’ means ‘at some time in the future when it is the right time’.  

C) When you know something ‘by heart’, you remember it.    

D) ‘On time’ means ‘to be late’.  
 
26. Which sentence is correct? 

A) We brought up her. B) We brought her up.   C) We brought up the child.  D) We bought up. 
 
27. Which fragment should be the last in a ‘for and against assay’? 

A) The most important advantage of the Internet is the fact that it helps us communicate easily at any given moment.  

B) Should we be worried about genetically modified food being used so widely? Let’s look at the pros and cons of this 

situation. 

C) Certainly, travel broadens the mind, but it has some disadvantages, too. For example, the cost of a short holiday in a 

distant location is often extremely high.  

D) In conclusion, playing computer games seems to have as many advantages as negative points. 
 
28. I stopped … this chat show because the presenter treats women worse than men.   

A) to watch   B) watch   C) watching  D) to watching  


